This paper proposes a novel attention mechanism, customized attention mechanism, for relation classification. Based on the task requirements, logical constraints of the attention mechanism have been designed to control the learning process of network, which enhances the controllability in learning. Specifically, a logical constraint is an operation that affects the attention weight. This operation controls the weights of the attention mechanism through a generating function and a limiting function. Appropriate logical constraints improve the feature extraction ability and the robustness of the network, which are important supplements to the traditional neural network. Experiments show that our model and logical constraints have achieved a considerable improvement on the SemEval-2010 relation classification task, which outperforms the most advanced methods.
Introduction
Relational classification is an important topic of natural language processing. It aims to extract the semantic relationship between two entities in a sentence. For instance, in the sentence " [brandy] is distilled from fermented fruit [juices] ", the entities 'brandy' and 'juices' are of relation Entity-Origin. Relational classification can be applied to semantic information extraction, questions answering and knowledge-based completion. Traditional relation classification methods emphasize well-designed features (Rink and Harabagiu, 2010) , or extend features using the kernel (Zelenko et al., 2003; Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) , Rink and Harabagiu (2010) have achieved the best results by using support vector machines at the early stages. However, such methods are highly dependent on hand-craft linguistic features, which result in significant limitations and numerous preprocessing effort. Nowadays, deep neural networks have achieved great success in relational classification task. A number of methods have been proposed for relation classification which use two architectures including convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural networks (RNN). Socher et al. (2012) used an RNN-based architecture to generate compositional vector representations of sentences. Zeng et al. (2014) proposed a CNN network integrating with position embeddings to make up for the shortcomings of CNN missing contextual information. However, the features extracted by simple RNN and CNN are still not sensitive to location information which may miss core semantics. Thus, the attention mechanism has been designed to solve this problem. Zhou et al. (2016) applied attention after bi-directional recurrent neural networks to extract relations between two entities. A multi-level attention CNN was proposed by . Although such methods have achieved some improvements, the previous attention is still not good enough. Firstly, the traditional attention mechanism attempts to find an overall optimal attention scheme for all samples. This strategy can achieve good results in most scene, but it inevitably leads to poor performance in some samples that differ from global optimum. Secondly, the traditional attention mechanism is uncontrollable and lacks of logical constraints. These defects have inspired us that if some restrictions are added to the attention mechanism, we can guide the network to extract information that is useful for the task in the designated area. Thus, to achieve this target, we proposed a customized attention mechanism which can set logical constraints for attention weights. In this paper, we have three key contributions: 1. We propose a novel attention mechanism, customized attention mechanism that restricts by manual constraints as a supplementary method for traditional feature extraction. Users can formulate constraints according to their needs or prior knowledge to affect attention weights, and then let the network focus on the information that users want it to focus on. The new attention mechanism can enhance the controllability and interpretability of learning. More importantly, customized attention mechanism can be applied to various deep learning tasks. 2. We design several effective constraints to make customized attention work and help our model achieve better results. 3. We evaluate our method on the SemEval-2010 relation classification task and achieve a stateof-the-art " -score of 89.3%.
Related Work
In recent years, deep neural networks have been found highly capable for solving NLP task like relational classification for their powerful feature extracting ability. An obvious idea is to use deep model like CNN to extract lexical and sentence level features from additional NLP resources (Zeng et al. 2014) . Similar to traditional feature-based approaches, such methods could lead to limitation on performance due to confined linguistic knowledges.
Thus, an alternative is to use sentence-level embedding to represent overall features of target text instead of handcrafted features set, together with syntactic dependency trees (Yu el al 2014) or Ranking CNN (Santos et al. 2015) . Since then, although CNN have been widely used to capture local phrases connection, some observations have shown the RNN outperform CNN for its better ability to obtain long-term contextual information. Various RNN based architects have been proposed to address this advantage (Zhang et al., 2015; Miwa and Bansal, 2016) . Actually, features extracted by both CNN and RNN are, in some way, compatible and unique. Thus, simply combine both CNNs and RNNs outputs have been proved improvement in relational classification task (Nguyen and Grishman 2015) . Different from average pooling or max pooling operations, which have been widely used for extracting sentence-level features from contextual outputs from CNNs or RNNs, attention mechanism produces a weighted output along time steps using a weight assignment activated by softmax function. Usage of attention mechanism helps models to evaluate different importance of outputs along time steps and have been proved profound improvement in several NLP task (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Rush et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) . Because of its ideal performance, attention mechanism has been modified and improved for solving other tasks (Yang et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017) . Although the previous works have achieved relatively satisfied results, we want the CNNs and RNNs could be architected into a single deep network instead of a parallel network to obtain both networks' advantages. And the attention strategy could be designed for certain linguistic priori. Our experiment section demonstrate that our model indeed achieves better performance in terms of the obtained F1 scores.
Model
The model of this paper consists of four parts: 1) embedding layer, a lookup table to map the input sequence to a matrix; 2) feature extraction module, a neural network to extract sentence-level features; 3) customized attention module, a special attention mechanism constructed as a supplementary solution for feature extraction pooling; 4) classification layer, a full-connected layer to generate a probability distribution. Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture of our model. The details of the model will be introduced as follows:
Embedding layer
The input of the model is a word sequence , = " … , ( ) " , … , ( + " , … , , ; -is the j-th word in , " , . are two entities of , is the length of , 1 = 1,2 is the position of 1 . We represent each word in as a 7 -dimensional vector If the absolute value of the relative position is greater than the , we replace it with (where is a positive integer, is an equivalent position marker to other integers). We represent each position as a ( -dimensional vector ( S,9 : T ( = 1,2; = 1,2, … , ).
Now we obtain the feature vector for each word:
: ; ; ( ),9 : T ; ( +,9 : T ] , the sequence is repre-
Feature Extraction module
This part is designed to extract features from the input sequence that are favorable for relational classification. The input is V . In order to reflect the influence of the custom attention mechanism in different situations, we have designed two feature extraction modules: shallow module and depth module
Shallow module
Shallow module is a single convolutional layer with window size 1 and 3. We pad the input to make the output of convolutional layer has the same feature length as input length . Formally, the convolution operation in the article is defined as follows:
Where is a sequence input, -is the element of the -th position of ; \]^1,Y is the weight matrix of the -th convolutional layer which window size is , each convolutional layer we use two windows size " , . 
Depth module
In addition to simple models, we want to design a complex and powerful model to verify the feasibility of attention mechanism. So, we use a three-tier network for feature extraction, which utilizes CNN, RNN and residual operation to improve feature extraction capabilities. The structure of the module is shown in Figure 1 . First, a convolutional layer is used to extract unigram information and local context information. As the definition of convolutional layer in last section, the input of this layer ( = 1) is , " = 1, . = 3 and the output of this layer is:
Then we use a Bi-LSTM (bidirectional Long ShortTerm Memory) layer to extract sequence characteristic of language. The Bi-LSTM layer still produces a sequence with the length , the vector of each position is the meaning of the word combination context of the current position which can be seen as the semantic feature of the word in this sentence (Normally, recurrent neural network is used to extract the overall information of the sequence, but in fact it is also able to extract the characteristics from the current context of each word. The final result of this operation depends on how to use its output). The LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) unit at -th position consists of a collection of f -dimensional vectors: an input gate -, a forget gate -, an output gate -, a memory cell -, and a hidden state ℎ -. The unit receives an input vector -, the previous hidden state ℎ -b" and the memory cell -b" and calculates the new vectors using the following equations:
Where denotes the logistic function, ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication, and are weight matrices, and are bias vectors. In the calculation process -= ",-. The hidden state vectors calculate the two directions' LSTM units corresponding to each position (denoted as ℎ -and ℎ -) as its output vectors, ℎ -and ℎ -spliced into -, -= [ℎ -; ℎ -] is a 2 * f -dimensional vector as the output of Bi-LSTM in each position. Next, the output of the Bi-LSTM is convolved to extract deeper information. Since each position is the meaning of the word in the current context, a more profound meaning can be extracted after another convolutional layer. The input of this layer ( = 1 ) is [ " , . , … , , ] , window size " = 1, . = 3. We get, . = [ .," , .,. , … , .,, ] Both the output of the second convolution layer and the output of the Bi-LSTM are used to make a difference to produce the final feature sequence . The purpose of this operation is to extract relationship information other than word meaning.
Dimensionality reduction
To reduce feature dimensions, we use max pooling of as regular feature for classification. is a * (2 f ) -dimensional matrix, the same position of each vector represents the same characteristics. The operation can be formulated as follows:
pZq,1 = max { ",1 , .,1 , … , ,,1 } pZq = [ pZq," , pZq,. , … , pZq,. * : w ] where pZq,1 is the -th dimension of the output, -,1 ( = 1,2, … , ) is the -th dimension of -.
Customized attention module
Customized attention is crafted as a supplement for feature extraction, a manual constraint is used to guide the network to focus on special information and provide logical constraint. The architecture is given in Figure 2 . Traditional feature extraction generates universal feature. Differently, the customized attention mechanism can guide the network to focus on the information as desired. We define a generating function to extract customized information of the statement and a limiting function to limit to extract the information as we want. The structure consisting and provide logical constraint for learning.
Then we use and V to calculate the weight of each position:
W is the transpose of . After that, we obtain the features that we want the network to focus on by weighting the by ℎ .
Zzz = • ℎ W
Zzz will participate in the final classification task as an additional feature. According to the analysis in the previous section, each position of represents the deep semantic features of the current position. The position of is in one-to-one correspondence with the position of V , so ℎ can increase the role of the contents we want to focus and make the feature extraction module be more sensitive to these contents. This attention mechanism can be used in various deep learning tasks. Different manual constraints can be designed according to different logical constraints to design different and . This method does not require the extraction of new features, only needs to design logical constraints on real data at the input level and abstract it as a function. It can weaken the uncontrollability of the learning process and preserve the advantages of the original attention mechanism, in other words, ℎ is determined by both logical constraints and task optimization. In this paper, we use several different constraints to control our attention mechanism, the and function of each constraints will be given in next section.
Classification layer
We concatenate Zzz and pZq as input of the classification layer, k1^Z, = [ Zzz ; pZq ]. Let the number of candidate relations be , the output of this layer is a -dimensional vector, each dimension represents the likelihood of the corresponding relationship. We use a full-connected layer and a Softmax activation layer to generate final probability distributions:
k is the weight and k is the bias term of the full connection, and the is defined as:
Where " , . , … ,^ and are the input and output of .
Training process
We use the cross-entropy loss function to train our model and obtain the optimized result. Let be the result of input through the network
ℎ The final loss function is defined as, = + • where is a hyper-parameter used to control the influence of manual constraints on the attention mechanism. For a single data sample, the training objective is and we use Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) to train network parameters.
Experiments
We evaluate our model on the SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset. The dataset contains 8000 sentences for training, and 2717 for testing. The dataset has = 10 candidate relations, as follow:
l Cause-Effect l Component-Whole l Content-Container l Entity-Destination l Entity-Origin l Message-Topic l Member-Collection l Instrument-Agency l Product-Agency l Other All baseline and our models use the official macroaveraged " -score to evaluate model performance.
Our customized attention mechanism has been tested under several different constraints with shallow module and depth module. In our experiment, word embedding dimension was 7 = 50 as used in (Turian et al. 2010) ; position embedding dimension was ( = 25; relative position boundary was = 60; dropout of the embedding was 0.3; hidden size of each layer was f = 100; Parameter = 0.1; Adam has been applied for optimization with initial learning rate 0.001.
Constraints of customized attention
The purpose of the constraints is to guide the network to pay more attention to certain words or positions. In the current task, the input consists of two entities and their context. Each word, including entity, may have important implication for the mission. In this paper, the words in the input sentence are divided into three categories: entities, core words and marginal words. Entities refer to the two entities given in the task and core words are words which are located around the designated entity pair (excluding entities), marginal words are the words other than entities and core words. Except that the entities are shown given, the other two categories are defined by generating. In our experiment, through the combinations of the above three types of inputs, customized attention guides the network to pay attention to four different areas. All functions have been defined as a linear transformation to entities with a non-linear activation function Z (we use ℎ this paper where (‚ is the weight for the linear transformation, (‚ is the bias term for the hidden vector. We use four different functions to limit the vector calculated by . In this paper, reaches this goal by generating a target vector and controlling(minimizing) the cosine similarity between this vector and . The cosine similarity is defined as follow:
cos , = • + , are two vectors with the same dimensions, is a positive number prevents the denominator is 0, • is 2-norm of vector. We use the direction of the vector to measure the word category, not related to the norm of the vector. In this way, it is possible to distinguish between different categories of words without having a great influence on the original word vectors. We set several as follow: , the vector is the mean of the word vectors of except " , . . We use this vector approximate the core words. From a statistical point of view, this vector has a smaller angle with core words (high frequency words) than marginal words and entities. When we decrease during training, will stay away from core words. So, this constraint makes our model pay more attention to entities and marginal words in . , when we reduce , we get the opposite effect as a). This operation will make close to the core words, and entities. Table 1：comparison with other models
Result and analysis
To demonstrate the effect of different constraints on customized attention model, we did experiments using different rules. Table 2 and Table 3 illustrate the experimental results. In particular, experiments in Table 2 use depth module for feature extraction and in Table 3 use shallow module to extract feature. In Table 3 we also compared our attention mechanism with Multi-Level Attention , only differ from our model in the attention mechanism. When the feature extraction module is different, the influence of different customized attention mechanisms is diverse. The most important message in the experiments is a suitable manual constraint will certainly help the network extract more effective, robust features and achieves a better score than traditional attention mechanism does.
We chose a sentence 'The deadly train [crash] was caused by terrorist [attack] ' and visualized weights of the attention under different constraints in Figure  3 , the entities is crash and attack. When we focus on entities and core words, our attentions have given entities and high frequency words heavy weight. In this sentence, core words are train and caused, representing important nouns and verbs. As shown in Table 3 , the performance dropped after we applied these two constraints, which indicated that the network had already paid attention to these words without using the attention mechanism, and effectively used them for classification. Thus, such attentions are redundant. Follow this conclusion, when we focus on entities and marginal words which are easily overlooked, we can use more abundant information to classify. In the current sentence, marginal words are was and by, representing connection information between words. The experimental results also support our inferences. When we focus on entities and marginal words, scores are improved (88.9% to 89.3% with depth module, 87.7% to 88.3% with shallow module). And as we increase the weight of these positions, the network will extract better features for these positions (since in the back-propagation process, the influence of these positions on the overall network parameters are increased), the feature extraction module learns more during training. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a customized attention mechanism to improve the performance of relation classification. We use two feature extraction modules: a shallow one uses a single CNN, a depth module uses two CNN layers and an RNN layer, can effectively extract classification features. The performance of the deep feature extraction module with customized attention mechanism is better than the state-of-the-art methods. Most importantly, the custom attention mechanism achieved better performance in every situation. Experiments show that usClassifier " SVM (Rink and Harabagiu, 2010) 82.2 MVRNN (Socher et al., 2012) 82.4 FCM (Yu et al., 2014) 83.0 depLCNN + NS (Xu et al., 2015a) 85.6 DRNNs 85.8 BRCNN (Cai et al., 2016) 86.3 Att-Pooling-CNN 88. ing both shallow module and depth module, appropriate manual constraints will greatly enhance the performance of the model. The formulation of manual constraints entirely depends on your own needs. You can choose the area you want to focus on and guide the network to learn more about it. The customized attention mechanism can make up for the lack of direct learning, improve the efficiency of feature extraction, and enhance the robustness of the model. It is worth promoting.
